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Select your industry

---- Metals

---- Plastic

---- Textile

---- Paper

---- Window and door

---- Lumber and panel

---- Warehouse and palletizing

Select your products

 ----Coils

 ----Straight objects

 ----Pallet

 
 
 
Contact Info
FHOPE PACKAGING MACHINERY 
CO.,LTD
 
Address:668# ,West Building, Technology of
New  City,East Beijing Road.
 
Email: info@fhopepack.com   Oversea dept.
 
Msn:  Fhopepack@gmail.com
 
Contact person: Randal Yan 
 
Tel: 0086-21-51571522
 
Fax:0086-21-51571281
 
www.fhopepack.com
 

Board Shrinking Machine

 

The major field is shrink wrapping machines for industries. Our rich experience has given us the opportunity to cover all  types of companies
from the smallest to the really large ones  according their specification and we are represented in different branch of industries.
                                                                     ■ Flooring industries (Parquet-, Laminate-, Cork-, and solid wood).
                                                                     ■ Moulding industries (panels, strips, and solid wood).
                                                                     ■ Kitchen and bathroom industries.
                                                                     ■ Furniture (knockdown).
                                                                     ■ Board industries (bench-, ceiling-, wall boards).
                                                                     ■ Door and window industries.
Description:
Board shrinking machine can be the automatic packaging line for profile, board, window, door...with one side sealing and full  sides
packaging,... which is with highly efficiency and nice packaging for saving labor and material cost. These machines can also be delivered in
high capacity performance and also in flow-pack technique.
 
Technical Features:
 
1.     It can be combined with an automatic production line for automatic shrink wrapping, which including feeding the packing material,
sealing, material recover…
2.     Full sides shrinking packaging
3.     Adopts photo electricity for inducing the products for fix the position.
4.     Two feed-in modes, auto/manual can be choosing,
5.     Adopts PE or POF film on rolls, and the machine will seal other three sides automatically.
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Fhope Packaging Machinery Co.,ltd.
 
A professional supplier for board shrinking machine, wire packing
machine,pipe packing machine, hose packing machine, pallet wrapping
machine, door packing machine...
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Another Machines
 

       

         Door Shrinking  Machine
The machine is special designed for door
packaging.The package concept is an integral
part of the packaging.

      
         Copper Coil Packing Machine
 The machine puts a tight layer of film over all
surfaces of the coil.

 

 

Download Brochure Video Send Inquiry Contact us

6.     According to different collocations for the machine and different products
7.     Constant temperature heat sealing and cutting system is suitable for PE. PVC. POF etc, industrial standard shrink films.
8.     The sealing width is adjustable for different products
9.     The front feed in systems speed is adjustable, combines a worktable at the end of the tunnel, makes whole machine highly automatic, it
runs automatically without an operator comes true.
10.   Hi-speed hot air circulating shrink tunnel.
11.   Sealing system: permanently heated seal bar with easy-exchangeable sealing blade without odorous, temperature controlled and
detected by PLC
 
 
Technical Date
 
1.Sealing part                   2. Shrinking part
  
The advantage of the door packaging by board shrinking machine:
1. Nice packaging surface
2. Material costs  lower
3. Easily maintaining.
4. Full sides sealing
5. Highly efficiency
 
The disadvantage of the door packaging by board shrinking machine:
1. Power consume during 30-50KW/H
  

         Board wrapping machine
That is with highly efficiency and nice
packaging for saving labor and material
cost.

         Panel wrapping machine
The Panel wrapping machines are
available in many different solutions
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